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He 13, to this day, pointed at by people as the Brahmin who
destroyed Prince Dadb& by his charms
Many similar instances of the employment of ' Marun
' Muntra ' are believed to have happened — in fact, whenever
a person dies a sudden death, it is supposed that he has been
destroyed by this charm It is also believed that ' Marun
' Muntras ' have the power of causing trees to wither or rocks
to split, and of producing many other effects which it would
be an endless task to describe
'Mohun Muntras' are described in the Shastras, but the
people of Goozerat, it would appear, have much more know-
ledge of the matter at the present time than the writers of
these works were possessed of Those who are skilled in the
use of this charm will throw a jewel into a well, and reproduce
it again from another place, and will mention the names of
persons whom, it might be supposed, they had never heard of
They will also burn clothes to rags, and produce them again
entire , they will cause a mango tree to spring up m a moment,
create a snake out of a piece of leather, change pebbles into
silver coins, produce various articles from an empty hand, and
perform many other achievements of the like nature which
the spectators believe impossible without the assistance of
a Dev
By the ' Stumbhun Muntra,' it is said, an advancing army
may be stopped, the voice may be taken away from an instru-
ment of music, the skill of an opposing disputant snatched
from him, the course of running water arrested, a flying thief
compelled to stand
The following story is commonly told m regard to the
' Akurshun Muntra * — A certain ranee had sent her maid
into the market to purchase some scented oil The maid, as
she returned, met a Juttee, who asked permission to dip a straw
into the oil and on her allowing him to do so stirred the oil,
muttering the Akurshun Muntra all the while The maid,
unaware of what had been done, earned the oil to her mistress ,
but the latter, having taken it into her hand, observed that
the oil revolved in the vessel, and inquired of the maid who
had met her on the road The maid said that the Gooroojee
had dipped a straw into the oil but that she had. met no one

